Brass Beauty Rectangular Mirror Gold
Mounting Instructions

This Brass Beauty Rectangular Mirror Gold includes two holes through which provided mounted hardware passes for wall-mounting.

Max. Load:

Hardware Included: (02) Anchor, (02) Screw

Tools Needed: Phillips Screwdriver, Pencil, Stud-Finder, Level

1) Hold the item upright and level against a wall at a desired mounting location. Use a level to ensure that the item is level and then use a pencil to mark the wall through two mounting holes. Set the item aside.

2) The provided anchor cannot penetrate wood studs. Therefore we have to determine if either mark of Step (1) happen to align with a wall stud. Use a stud-finder to determine this. If either marks does align, do not install a provided anchor at this mark. Use a screwdriver to secure a provided screw at this mark. Rotate the screw clockwise until the screw head is about 3/8 inch from the wall.

3) If the lower mark of Step (2) does not align with a stud, then we have to first install an anchor. To do this, engage a Phillips screwdriver with an anchor and position the tip of the anchor at the lower mark. Firmly push the anchor into the wall as you rotate it clockwise. The anchor will drive itself into the wall like a large screw. Continue rotating until the wide part of the anchor becomes even with the wall.

4) Insert a screw into the installed anchor and rotate the screw until its head is about 3/8 inch from the wall.

5) Carefully position the brass beauty rectangular mirror gold against the wall so that the protruding screws are received by the hole. Lower the brass beauty rectangular mirror gold until the screws engage the support its weight.

Care Instructions:
Wipe with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any abrasive or chemical household cleaners.

Thank you for your purchase!